Short version
The modern standard for utility & aerial work missions with an optimum useful load.

Long version
The mission performer for public services missions. All weather, all condition. Numerous equipment and cabin configurations.

High utility performer.

Choice between short or long version for optimized mission performance
Both versions capable of:
- Highest in class sling load capacity 4,500kg/9,920lb.
- Hot and High performance.
- Agility in confined landing zones.
A proven robust design with a modern cockpit. Simple to operate, with a unique pilot assistance.

Optimized crew workload and situation awareness

Intuitive glass cockpit with FLJ, Autopilot precision, stability and flight envelop protection (inherited from H225).
NVG compatible.
SAR upper modes (Long version).
All weather all conditions (Single pilot VFR, Dual pilot IFR certified).
Full de-icing (Long version).
A truck, a bus, an ambulance, a rescuer, an observer, a sheriff...

Covers the full spectrum of public services missions

Unmatched mission efficiency.
Large reconfigurable cabin.
CAT A, FAA, EASA certified solution.
Shortly on area: Quick start procedure, fast cruise and low consumption.
The modern standard for utility & aerial work missions.

High utility performer
Large reconfigurable cabin capacity
No need for internal fuel tank even for long range.

Easy to deploy.
High availability
Ship operation:
Main rotor blade folding.
An efficient Firefighting solution.

Bambi bucket or water belly tank (Long version).
A civil certified helicopter for both fighting the fire and transporting fire fighters to/from the scene.

With its higher speed you will drop more water per flight hours.
External load 4,500kg

Comfort seats Troop seats

17/19 or 20/22

Autopilot assistance
Hot & high performance

Multi-role with 2 versions choice

010

011
HCare by Airbus Helicopters, a complete service offer: whatever your need, wherever you operate, there is a customized solution for you, extending your missions and operations, enhancing Safety, Availability, Reactivity and Cost optimization.


Easy to maintain.

Sustainable in the field

Optimized and mature maintenance concept Support from Airbus Support & Services Worldwide network.

Important to you, essential to us.